Important work rooted in psychological theory posits that health behavior change occurs through a series of discrete stages. Our work builds on the field of social computing by identifying how social media data can be used to resolve behavior stages at high resolution (e.g. hourly/daily) for key population subgroups and times. In essence this approach opens new opportunities to advance psychological theories and better understand how our health is shaped based on the real, dynamic, and rapid actions we make every day. To do so, we bring together domain knowledge and machine learning methods to form a hierarchical classification of Twitter data that resolves different stages of behavior. We identify and examine temporal patterns of the identified stages, with alcohol as a use case (planning or looking to drink, currently drinking, and reflecting on drinking). Known seasonal trends are compared with findings from our methods. We discuss the potential health policy implications of detecting high frequency behavior stages.
INTRODUCTION
It has been recognized that individuals post about a wide variety of health and health-behavior topics on social media data, which has been harnessed for many efforts. Often these data have been shown useful to generate precise and high-resolution temporal health related information. Substantial work in social computing has also focused on predicting behaviors from online communities [20] as well as studying shifts in ideation [16] . Thus, capturing detailed behavioral information is an important theme in social computing; methods from computing can be used to address the often complex, longitudinal and nuanced information that may be difPermission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. ficult to capture via traditional survey mechanisms that may also entail lengthy processing times. To-date, the main approaches that have been used to understand population-level temporal health trends from social media data derive from prediction and ecological correlations. The continuous and passive nature of social media, as well as mature technical methods of natural language and classification for processing short text documents, suggest that further advances with high public health relevance may also be possible, such as observing important characteristics about our behaviors. In particular, social media data can be crucial to identify more real-time behavior patterns relevant to health intervention and promotion efforts. Here we delve into a fundamental aspect of behavioral theory, and assess how harnessing computational approaches and social media data can go beyond correlations and survey-based approaches to provide added insight into how we understand behaviors.
The idea of behavior stages is rooted in psychological theories which have been applied extensively for better understanding our health-related risk factors. These theories including the transtheoretical model of behavior change (TTM) posit that shifts in behavior can be described in series as discrete changes, which are very important for understanding the process of behavior change. Foundations of this theory were developed specifically in the study of addictive behaviors, thus the theory has been designed around stages categorized as: precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, and termination, each occurring over at least month-long time periods [53] .
Recent literature has indicated challenges with this static and linear approach to how we perceive behavior. For example, Povey and others have explicitly raised concern about application of the TTM model to behaviors that may be fundamentally different in nature compared to these original scenarios upon which the model was originally based [51] . Results from Povey's study measuring stages of change with respect to dietary behaviors indicated that people who were actively making or maintaining a change had done so for a range of different periods of time, with no specific cut-off point being evident (opposed to previous categorizations which considered behavior changes as homogeneous, with specific ending points that occur after at least month-long time periods). Also particularly relevant for measures considered here (alcohol use), the same study indicated that answers from selfcompletion questionnaires used to place people in behavior stages are open to misinterpretation about how well people are aware of their activity behaviors. Other issues in categorization vis-à-vis existing approaches for measuring behav-ior stages have also been highlighted. Specifically, there is a strong issue of perceptions from survey-based measures; individuals could incorrectly perceive they have made healthy modifications, when in fact they have not. For example, bias in the term exercise which people have been shown to associate with more high-intensity physical activity only [4, 57] . Further, many of the existing studies on the stages of behavior have challenges in terms of representativeness. Given the modes of feasible participant enrollment, existing studies have generally focused on select populations; groups by age, gender, or those in a particular setting (e.g. a specific workplace) are considered, and generally these have been limited to on the order of 100-1000 participants. Thus there is a desire for studies which examine stage distributions in larger samples [41] . In sum, while the theory has been foundational in terms of understanding our behavior and changes, a predominantly linear and static model of behavior severely limits the ability to guide dynamic, adaptive interventions via mobile technologies and there is a need for contextual, dynamic and stratified understanding of behavior [56, 64] .
In order to achieve these goals, reviews of the theory have consistently indicated the need for better ways to measure and quantify behavior [64, 56, 42] . To-date, assessment of which stage an individual is in has been assessed using mail, telephone or paper questionnaires, which are robust, yet can introduce self-report bias, can suffer from issues of recall and time commitment [67] . Given this format of data, specific rigid cut-off time periods are assigned to different stages. However, transitions between stages are dynamic, occurring at short and recurring time periods (as opposed to simple linear movement through the stages at defined time periods) highlighting the need for new data sources and metrics [51] .
Further motivating the need for contextual, dynamic and stratified understanding of behavior, is the development of computerized and mobile health real-time and just-in-time behavior interventions has expanded rapidly in the last decade in the computer-supported cooperative work and social computing (CSCW) community in particular [30, 63] . In the field of social computing, social media data has also been shown to offer precise time information on health outcomes. These advances in social and wellness work using social media indicate that real-time data may address the challenge of better illuminating dynamic behavior stages and patterns at relevant time periods. Understanding what relevant dynamic stages are is a question that has not yet been examined. Ultimately the more dynamic and non-linear possibilities that new data types offer cannot map to stages defined through survey-based data gathering, however they can still reflect and illustrate important processes behind how we engage in behaviors. Given the understanding that behavior changes are not one-time efforts, new data sources and stage definitions will offer a novel way to demarcate small, every day efforts that represent our behaviors.
Here we examine this idea for the first time and show how the idea can be implemented it to a use case: alcohol-use behavior. In order to address this, in our study we develop a natural language processing pipeline, which is combined with domain knowledge to identify relevant alcohol-use behavior stages at high temporal resolution. We then demonstrate how this derived data can be used to assess temporal trends of realtime behavioral stages, that could not be resolved at the same scale with existing methods, for alcohol-use. We examine and validate results for key sub-groups and at potentially high-risk periods which are relevant for the development of behavioral interventions. Specific contributions of this paper are:
• Detection of high-resolution behavioral stages from social media data using a machine learning pipeline
• Assessment of population-level temporal trends of highresolution behavior stages of drinking alcohol as a use case, in the context of known epidemiological trends
• Examination of behavior stage trends stratified by groups and at high-risk time periods
Privacy and Ethics
Given the sensitivities of using personally-generated data, and data that is specifically related to health, we hold privacy and security of the data under utmost importance. We do not identify specific users in our study, and analysis results are de-identified and/or shown in aggregate. Given that we are only working with publicly available data, our work did not qualify for institutional review.
RELATED WORK

Online Data and Public Health Surveillance
Work in the CSCW community has presented the formative recognition that online data can be used to assess behavior change, initially starting with online community data [63] . As well, work in CSCW has pioneered assessment of the stages of change that members of an online addiction recovery group are in [32] , as well as examining the relationship between (online) social structure and depression [26] . Other research regarding behaviors in CSCW has been focused on developing computational approaches to promote healthy behavior via content or design [38, 71, 55] and its potential utility for intervention and improvement and in [7] for assessing behavior around major life events. Generally, work in this area has focused on behavior over longer (month-scale) time periods. It is recognized that the Internet provides a candid and emotionally supportive network for communities with socially stigmatized illnesses, e.g., depression and behaviors that are not measured otherwise. By combining domain knowledge and data mining, previous work has identified features related to specific health afflictions and communities [8, 7] .
Simultaneously in the public health surveillance field, natural language processing and supervised machine learning have been used with social media data to identify infectious disease events [62] . As well, meta-information from Twitter posts (such as affiliations, network sizes, etc.) alongside human curation have been used to identify subgroups [6, 34] , and clustering and forecasting have been used to track highresolution spatio-temporal trends [13, 23] . Previous work using Twitter data for alcohol surveillance has included a feasibility study for classifying Twitter data related to alcohol [1] and identifying locations of alcohol consumption [27] . While these studies have been important to show the potential for social media data to be used in this important problem, the work has focused on demonstrating performance of various classifiers for alcohol-related classification in general and geo-spatial distributions, neither of which have examined stages of alcohol use behavior or transitions through them.
Hierarchical Classification
In order to identify individuals engaging in a specific behavior we develop a hierarchical pipeline. Here we motivate and illustrate how this method is used to ascertain behavior stages from social media data.
A range of statistical and machine learning techniques have been applied to text categorization. Multi-label classification is a supervised learning problem where an instance may be associated with multiple labels. When the labels in a data set belong to a hierarchical structure, then we call the task hierarchical classification. Many real-world information sources have a complex hierarchical structure (e.g. in bioinformatics, image processing, patents, Web pages), thus these methods have received increasing attention. In hierarchical classification, a separate model is used to distinguish a second-level category from other categories of the top-level. This is in contrast to the flat non-hierarchical case, in which a model distinguishes a second-level category from all other secondlevel categories even of different parent categories.
A common approach to multi-label classification is to perform problem transformation, whereby a multi-label problem is transformed into one or more single-label (i.e. binary, or multi-class) problems. An alternative is to directly make multi-label predictions; such as by using decision trees. The former is most common, and in the case of transforming a multi-label problem into multiple binary problems is called binary relevance. In binary relevance, d binary classification problems are considered, one for each class variable C 1 , · · · , C d , and a classifier is independently learned for each class variable. While this approach has low computational complexity, and existing classification techniques can be applied, there are known challenges. Binary relevance does not directly model correlations that exist between labels in the training data. Due to this loss of information, bias can manifest in the results or reduce overall predictive performance [54] .
To overcome limitations of binary relevance, chain classifiers [74] may be used to preserve computational efficiency of the binary relevance approach while incorporating class dependencies. A chain classifier consists of d binary classifiers that are linked in a chain such that each classifier incorporates the class predicted by the previous classifiers as additional attributes. Thus the feature vector for each binary classifier, L i , is filtered via the labeled data from all previous classifiers in the chain. In other words, each classifier in the chain is trained to learn the association of label l i given the features augmented with all previous binary predictions in the chain,
For any document with feature vector x, the overall classification thus predicts:
Implementation of a chain classifier consists of the following two steps: 1) obtain dependency structure for the classes and then 2) based on the obtained structure, build a classifier chain. Classifier chains have been receiving greater attention as the approach is an appealing method for tackling the multi-label classification task. To determine the actual elements in the chain (behavioral stages in this study), in some cases, the structure in step 1 can be obtained from a previously learned graph structure. In other cases categories are defined manually, or through exploratory cluster analysis, or geographic boundaries [39] . Often in domain-specific questions, domain expertise can be used to isolate a known hierarchical structure, and then the classification problem can be decomposed into a set of smaller problems corresponding to hierarchical splits in the tree. In the web-search domain, hierarchies such as X versus Y classification errors can result for highly related categories (e.g., a page about Furniture/Table might be confused with Furniture/Desk), thus category specific features should improve accuracy. Also in cases of imbalance between data distribution in each class, a hierarchical classification scheme has been preferred over a flat scheme [22] . Accordingly in the work here, we address an imperative social computing issue: balancing computational automation and subject expertise by working with domain experts to ascertain the appropriate classification hierarchy that we then implement with machine learning.
There have been uses of hierarchical structure for classifying large, heterogeneous collections of web content. The earliest work was focused on hierarchical classification of web content. This was appropriate given the highly structured, large amounts of text, spanning many categories such as 135 topical categories on one page. A full review of hierarchies in web pages has been explored [19] . Many classification approaches in social media have ignored hierarchical structure, treating each category or class separately, and in effect flattening the structure. For example, for using Twitter data in the health-domain, isolating posts that describe an individuals circumstances or experiences (first-person), are of particular importance. While there have been approaches to isolating these first-person posts, including Part of Speech Templates [29] , as we are aware, hierarchical classification has to-date not been applied towards this aim. In sum, the social media medium provides a natural opportunity to garner behavior stage information and hierarchical classification offers an apt approach by which to achieve this goal.
DATA AND APPROACH
The idea behind our approach is to, from any set of Twitter data, identify posts that illustrate relevant stages of engaging in alcohol use. We develop a hierarchical classification model for social media data and evaluate the results in comparison to patterns of alcohol use derived from survey measures. This hierarchical separation increases the efficiency of our classification effort, as features for each level can be learned separately. We pinpoint also for whom, and when these patterns are manifest.
Data
Rich streams of dynamic data from personally generated digital sources now enable unprecedented opportunity to understand health for sizeable populations globally. Although the real-time nature of social media has been harnessed for eventbased infectious disease surveillance, to-date these daily digital footprints have not been directly used to monitor behaviors and their shifts. Given its scale and reach amongst significant populations in the United States, and its tight coupling with our daily lives (wherein people discuss their every-day happenings), Twitter is an appropriate data source from which to examine alcohol-related behavior. Finally, Twitter is the largest social media platform with a freely available API.
Two sets of data were used in this study. The first was a month of data collected in June 2015 via a real-time stream from the Twitter API. In sum there were 804,000 Tweets total, from 228,405 users. We used data from the API to demonstrate detection of behavior stages from a publicly available source and the entire data stream. For identification of finer-resolution trends, we used a larger set of data which was obtained via GNIP (http://www.gnip.com), which provides access to the full Twitter Firehose. As the amount of data decreases at each level of the classification, we used this higher volume source in order to examine behavior stages for further validation during a specific event New Years Eve and New Years holiday which occurs over a narrow-time window further limiting the amount of related data. This data set included 4,839,870 Tweets and spanned from December 30, 2015 to January 3, 2016. In all cases we limited data collection to English language Tweets from USA.
Stage Determination
Previous work using Twitter in disease surveillance has demonstrated that simple content analysis via keywords can conflate Tweets that report self-infection (or a behavior of the self, in this case), with those that express awareness about a topic. In particular for alcohol, we qualitatively observed that many alcohol-related posts are related to alcohol advertising opposed to alcohol use. Thus here, part of our hierarchy was geared towards distinguishing someone talking about their own alcohol behavior (hereafter referred to as First person) versus other alcohol-related posts such as advertisements. In order to determine the subsequent stages in our hierarchy, we collaborated with domain experts. Alongside these experts in behavior we performed qualitative analysis of first-person alcohol-related Twitter data, and we identified temporal stages that are relevant to alcohol consumption. Resulting stages were determined to be (with example Tweets):
• Looking: Planning or looking to drink "who wanna get drunk tonight?" "I need a drink baad"
• Current: Currently engaging in drinking "out drinking with the girls!" "Drinking a beer with dad"
• Reflecting: Reflecting on alcohol consumption "last night was crazy, never drinking again XD" "so hungover..."
These stages, for the first time, represent ascertainment of real-time behavioral stages. The stages align with the premise of existing behavioral theories, in that they are relevant to behavioral choices which have a natural temporal ordering. As well from a health surveillance perspective, they enable an understanding of behavioral stages and choices at a higher time resolution than previous behavior stage theories could uncover.
Model
Our resulting hierarchical classification scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 . We assume that at any given time, each individual Tweet belongs to one of a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive latent stage classes. 
HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION Active Learning and Labeling Data
In order to label data for training classifiers in the pipeline, Tweets were labeled using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). Labels were obtained for each classifier in the pipeline through a staged mechanism. We used an active learning approach to increase the efficiency for labeling our data, as on average only 2% of a random sample of tweets would be alcohol related. This means that rather than labeling all Tweets for each classifier all at once, which could be very costly for getting positive examples, we requested data for labels in an iterative manner, in order to target labeling at data that could specifically increase the future performance of our model. To do so, we first train a support vector classifier (described below) to all available labeled data and then select all unlabeled Tweets that were close to the decision boundary, essentially points where the P (l i |x) ≈ 0.5, and submit those tweets to Amazon Mechanical Turk for classification. This also prevents us from requesting labels for Tweets that were obviously irrelevant to classify. Table 1 shows the distribution of the labeled data we collected.
For the labeling procedure, we asked AMT workers to first classify Tweets as alcohol related; if the Tweet was determined to be alcohol related, the worker was asked to classify if the same Tweet was First person; if the Tweet was categorized as alcohol related and first person, the worker was asked to label it according to the behavior stage categories: looking, current, or reflecting. All instructions are as follows:
• Alcohol: The text is related to alcohol but not necessarily indicative of consumption, such as related to a beer promotion, bar/club event or drunk driving related.
• First Person: This is for text that discusses the writer themselves is consuming alcohol.
• Behavior Stages: These are labels describing which stage of drinking alcohol the text represents: looking to drink alcohol, currently drinking (current), or reflecting on drinking While Tweets could potentially exhibit evidence of multiple stages (e.g. both looking and current stages), we found that only a small percentage of tweets did, so each stage was formulated as a binary task for simplicity. For quality control we also removed any labels which were generated in significantly lower time than average following established protocol [18] .
Feature Selection
At each classification stage in the pipeline, we used a randomized grid search in order to find optimial hyperparameters for each prior distribution. The grid search allows us to identify parameters values sampled from distributions rather than using specific values that may not contribute to model performance [5] . We considered hyperparameters for different normalization schemes for vectorization, the range of n-grams, along with regularization constants and tuning parameters specific to our model. From our data set, we found that the best features were derived primarily by using term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) features extracted from the words of each Tweet collected into phrases. We found that using user features (e.g. number of friends, followers, etc) did not significantly increase the performance of any algorithm.
A 5-fold stratified cross validation was used at every stage of classification to evaluate our pipeline during the randomized grid search. Tokenization was implemented using a Twitterspecific tokenizer [43] . This tokenizer allows us to separate hashtags, Retweet tokens, URLs, and emoticons and tokenize them correctly. Identified optimal parameters for the pipeline involved using the top 200,000 tokens generated by taking (1,3)-grams of word tokens.
Classifier Details
We implemented the classifiers using the scikit-learn package in Python [48] and a randomized grid search was also used to optimize all hyperparameters of the classifiers at each stage of the hierarchy. For classification at each stage we considered a logistic regression (LR), support vector machines (SVM) and random forest (RF) approach. Parameter space for the regularization parameter was a uniform distribution across (10 -4 , 10 4 ). For each of the classifiers (alcohol, first person, and behavioral stages), after completing a hyperparameter grid search on each approach we decided to use logistic regression (LR) with L2 regularization. Regularization coefficient was C = 0.01. Logistic regression is a well-established classification algorithm which is appropriate if the data can be assumed to be linearly separable, efficient to run and output is easily interpretable as a probability [35] , all applicable here. To balance efficiency and performance, we found that a good limit was to use the top 200,000 features. Performance of the classifiers are recorded in Table 3. Table 2 illustrates the top five features for each hierarchy stage taken from the best performing L2 regularized logistic regression model, along with the feature strength (β). Most of the features are intuitive of the classification results (e.g. "tonight", "wanna" for the looking category and "was", "when" for reflecting). While "got drunk last" had a negative weight for the reflecting category, it is possible this feature is generally not used in a context truly reflective of first-person alcohol consumption. Table 3 . Error analysis (F1 score and area under curve) for each classification approach considered using 5-fold cross validation.
LR
RESULTS
Here we provide, first, a qualitative description of our temporal findings, and then summarize key metrics from the results that demonstrate the novel social computing of this approach.
Behavior Stages Over Time
In each of Figures 2, 3 and 6, the time series component is the normalized count of Twitter posts (posts in the specified category divided by all posts even prior to alcohol classification).
Normalizing by the total number of posts provides a point prevalence estimate, which is a metric comparable to how latent variables are represented in behavioral science. The final measure is thus computed using a multiplicative decision rule giving the probability of a post, X, being classified in any behavioral stage as:
Where P (l alc ) is the probability of a label of alcohol-related, P (l f p ) the probability of a first-person label, and P (l stage ) the probability of a given behavioral stage label. Shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval.
Descriptively, we find that current drinking increases over days in the week, peaking on the weekend, with the highest proportion of current drinking out of all Tweets on Saturday. Dissecting this trend by each of the behavioral stages (in Figure 2) , and examining on a daily scale, current and looking to drink stages peak on Saturday, while reflecting peaks later, on Sunday. As the baseline proportion of Tweets in each stage category vary (overall current has the highest proportion), in order to understand the temporal significance of each stage, we computed which day of week has highest probability for each stage: P (day|l stage ), which is summarized in Table 4 . The table shows how drinking behavior changes over the course of the week, with the looking to drink stage happening with highest probability during the week starting on Tuesday, currently drinking stage happening with highest probability on the weekend, followed by the reflecting stage after the weekend Monday through Wednesday.
We also examine how overall drinking patterns on Twitter differ between weekdays and weekends. Overall, people are talking about alcohol most after midnight (even though Currently drinking peaks in the evening -an important distinction). On weekends the total amount of alcohol conversation is larger, and thus the sum of all categories peaks earlier compared to weekdays (Figure 3 ).
The real-time nature of social media data enables us to look at detailed temporal trends over the course of the week as well. In Figure 4 we see that the proportion of current drinking stage posts peaks generally at about 8pm each day of the week, with another peak in the early morning (when overall Twitter posts are lowest). The proportion of Looking to drink posts starts to increase in the evening each day, until approximately midnight. Finally, reflecting is overall the lowest proportion of posts, but overall peaks in the early morning especially Friday through Saturday.
Validation of Trends
Given the importance of monitoring temporal trends of alcohol use, there have been some research studies that have explicitly surveyed people about their drinking behavior over a typical week or day time-period [2, 11] . While these studies have included limited population sizes, these are the best ground-truth that can be compared to the high-resolution findings from social media.
High-risk Time Periods
We examined temporal trends of alcohol behavioral stages just prior to and after the New Years holiday. New Years is one of the most universal holidays and is known to present an important period for alcohol surveillance. We found clear patterns of Looking to drink in the earlier hours of new year's eve, and peaked levels of Current alcohol consumption in the hours before midnight on New Years Eve and again early in the morning of January 1. These patterns occurred during the week, deviating from average weekly trends ( Figure 6 ). Absolute values of the social media proportions were set by calibration; we aligned our data to align with previous work ascertaining alcohol Tweets at 2.1% of all posts (in a descriptive manner, with no disaggregation by first-person) [1] . Following this, while absolute proportion values are set by calibration, it is the transition between stages (highlighted in green, red and blue in Figure 6 ) that interestingly indicate an anomaly or event is occurring.
These patterns illustrate a conservative investigation: the New Year trends we report are situated within a holiday period in which the baseline for consumption may be high. Many workplaces are closed, and there is a high density of social events with alcohol during and following Christmas. Viewed in this fashion, findings of temporal peaks around New Years are especially robust.
Findings by Time
The high-resolution views into social phenomena that are enabled by social media, are not resolvable when relying on data from other mediums. Surveys are robust and can garner structured information, however resource limitations, recall and information biases impede collection high-resolution data comparable to what is possible through social media. Specifically in relation to alcohol-related behaviors, patterns of consumption are important to resolve to better understand patterns of behavior at specific time-scales and discern temporal relations with other phenomena such as traffic fatalities and homicide, in which alcohol use is known to play a significant role.
Drawing inference about temporal patterning has been continually challenged by insufficient and homogeneous samples from surveys. Further, social drinking problems might be viewed as deviations from normative behavior, and for this reason, greater understanding of behavior during anomalous times such as holidays is important. Survey research is challenged by this level of granularity and recall, although incidence rates of problems (emergency department visits, traffic accidents) have indicated that there are changes in alcohol behaviors at these times (as measured through clinical intoxication data) [31] . Some historical studies using survey methodology have uncovered general patterns at the level of days. For example, one group surveyed 500 adults of the City of Boston regarding their temporal drinking patterns [2] . This work showed that Tuesday represents the day of the week with the lowest frequency of alcohol-related traffic fatalities, while Saturday has the highest [2] . More recent findings support these temporal trends as well [21] . Alcohol consumption patterns over the course of a single day are also important to consider for a host of bio-psychosocial reasons. Evening alcohol consumption can affect glucose control in diabetics [68] ; daytime consumption can interfere with work performance [33] ; driving and accidents are associated with morning consumption [49] . Understanding patterns of alcohol use at the hourly level can also be affected by alcohol dependence [65] and school class schedules [73] . In a survey of 16,086 US adults, the times at which lowest drinking rates were reported were between midnight and 6 am [11] .
It is not possible to precisely compare data from these two sources (social media and survey data) due to differences in the included populations. However, overall trends align; Tuesday is the lowest consumption and alcohol-posting day and Saturday the highest [2] . Over the course of a day, we also see that all first-person alcohol posts decrease in the morning, after which they start to rise (Figure 3 ). Weekdays on average have a lower proportion of Tweets that are first-person alcohol compared with weekends. Weekend posts also continue through the night moreso and slightly later than weekdays ( Figure 2 ). These results correspond to general expected alcohol consumption trends; for example the times at which lowest drinking rates were reported in a survey of 16,086 US adults, were between midnight and 6 am [11] .
Transitions by Group
It is always important to recognize, especially in epidemiological modeling, that inference to the entire population should only be made once the population that the data represents is understood. For example, more Black non-Hispanic and Hispanic people who are online use Twitter than White non-Hispanics, and representation from those over 65 and the very young is low [23] . Identifying specific populations the data represents is thus useful for better understanding of findings. As well, subgroups are also of importance for surveillance; some may lend themselves better to certain mediums (age, college students, etc.). Regarding alcohol, for example, there have been noted differences in consumption between genders [72] . From Twitter data there has been a lot of work to infer latent features of users; for example by gender and age [70] . For simplicity here, we used a lookup table that has demonstrated good performance for classification of names. The table has more than 40,000 first names linked with most common associated gender. Names have been classified by native speakers and covers the vast majority of names in USA amongst other countries (the lookup table is available at: https://github.com/cstuder/genderReader/ blob/master/gender.c/nam_dict.txt which is released under the GNU Free Documentation License).
Tweets were classified as from users that are male, female or other. The other category included users that were organizations, bots, or people with unconventional names; they were not included in our gender-stratified analysis. This analysis resulted in Tweets from 404,191 others, 222,253 male and 176,425 female. The hierarchical classification results were then examined separately for male and female groups ( Figure  5 ) and results are discussed below.
In Figure 5 we examined trends by gender. In this figure, for each of men and women, the time series component is the normalized count of Twitter posts in the current drinking category divided by all first person alcohol posts for that gender. Normalizing by the total number of first person posts here provides a point prevalence estimate which accounts for the different overall posting trends by different groups. The final measure at each day for each gender g is thus computed as: P (l curr |l alc , l f p , l g , X) where P (l g ) is the probability of a label of gender g (computed via the lookup table as described above).
Overall, while the time series over the course of the week was similar for male and female groups, we found that proportion of currently drinking Tweets by men were generally higher than the proportion for women. Again, while we can not exactly compare the survey and social media results due to population differences, not exactly comparable the trends generally align with gender differences in alcohol consumption that have been uncovered via surveys. In these, it has been found that women and men differ little in the probability of currently drinking versus abstaining, but men consistently exceed women in typical drinking quantities and rates [72] .
Error
There are common error propagation issues in chained classifiers that have been recognized, including that chained classifiers can break the machine learning assumption that test data is representative (identically distributed) with training data [60] . This issue has been categorized as attribute noise in studies of real-world data [75] . Several factors have been identified to contribute to this error: 1) length of the chain, 2) order of the chain, 3) dependency among labels and 4) accuracy of the classifiers While a theoretical examination of errors in classifier chains is beyond the scope of this work, here we describe how we have attempted to reduce and understand the errors in our results. Factors regarding the selected labels in the chain, their ordering and chain length have been addressed by first reducing the number of stages in the hierarchy to those that are most important by working with domain experts. Error from accuracy of the classifiers can be identified by computing the marginal from the product in Equation 1.
Thus, in regards to error in determination of the behavior stages and their ordering, our approach naturally results in the most appropriate ordering of classifier levels. As well, dependencies (links between labels) were set based on discussion with the domain experts, and in practice this results in more discriminating topics higher in the hierarchy, such that subsequent levels become more specialized.
DISCUSSION
Summary of Findings
Our work illuminates a high-resolution view into behavior stages over time that has simply not been possible to assess previously. We first ascertained what these novel stages at high-resolution would be, then resolved them from social media data, assessed trends from these new stages in comparison to existing epidemiological knowledge and finally examined these trends stratifying by relevant subgroups and at relevant times. Through this process we demonstrate some behavioral trends related to alcohol use at the hourly and weekly level that are known but have not previously been shown quantitatively at scale. While the trends observed link to known behavior patterns of alcohol use, the approach presented here, discerning high-resolution behavioral stages from social media data, has the potential to be used for novel applications such as uncovering unknown anomalies in behavior and linking changes in behavior to specific times and places.
Addition to Existing Work
This work adds to previous research in a number of ways. First, in general for computational public health temporal surveillance efforts, this work goes beyond ecological correlations and starts to assess real-time measures of our behaviors, and how we can learn how these diverge for different subgroups and at key times. Practically, temporal patterns are important for public health departments to assess in order to anticipate and deploy focused interventions. Methodologically, our work also describes an novel approach for resolving nuanced personal features from social media data (via hierarchical classification) which to-date we have not seen implemented for social media data.
Overall, this work builds on research in the social computing community. The community has recognized that social networking or social media data can be used to assess behavior change, and here we show this at higher-resolution, relevant to time periods at which we all make behavior choices and changes. The approach demonstrated here is also shows how empirical data can be garnered to inform research in the development and design of systems to instill behavior change and real-time interventions [63] . A predominantly linear and static model of behavior that is currently available, severely limits the ability to guide dynamic, adaptive interventions via mobile technologies [56] .
Implications for Behavior Surveillance and Change
The approach designed here can enable prospective monitoring of events that can potentially affect behavioral patterns. Indeed, besides monitoring events that have a known or expected effect (such as the New Year's holiday), by prospectively monitoring data in this detailed manner, novel unanticipated events can be identified through transitions in behavioral stages (as in Figure 6 ). Public health departments could use this approach to recognize unexpected events that have changed behavior, and for which they could then follow up on with qualitative analysis to better understand mechanisms and causes. As well with the precise knowledge crystallized here, interventions to targeted at most vulnerable populations and times (such as groups that are most likely to actually engage in a behavior, or at times when most people decide to start or stop) can be better designed. As well, these novel behavior stages can be used to design real-time online and off-line tools and interventions. This is of particular importance for behavioral surveillance because most behaviors are modifiable. The active learning approach applied here to determine what kinds of posts are related to a particular behavior can also assist with recognition of new events. As data from an unexpected event surfaces on social media, it would get labeled and improve classifier performance in recognizing intricacies of the novel occurrence. Thus the pipeline can learn features that might not be seen otherwise. Classification time for the data was very reasonable (all analyses performed on a MacBook) suggesting the method could be used with efficiency in real-time and with larger data sets for dynamic public health interventions.
The machine learning pipeline and hierarchical classification applied here, while demonstrated for one particular type of behavior, can be readily applied to other target behaviors based on the modular nature of the approach. For example, we would only have to retrain the parent (alcohol) node of our classifier rather than the whole model, for simple expansion to surveillance of other important behaviors. Or, retrain the child (behavior stage) nodes as the number or types of stages change.
The types of behaviors this work would be amenable to extending to can be informed by historical work in behavioral sciences. Theories of behavior change, as described above, have been used to describe the different phases involved in the acquisition and maintenance of addictive behaviors (e.g. drinking alcohol, and smoking) and generally on a long (month-scale) timescale of progressing through said stages. The TTM has started to be applied to other behaviors such as physical activity, however based on the data types available, relevant dynamic stages of these behaviors that represent relevant behavior changes over daily and shorter timescales have not been captured. These shorter timescales are important, as we each make choices every day regarding which healthy behaviors to choose or not. Using passively sourced data such as from social media can offer this high-resolution. As well this type of data also offers the opportunity to learn about behaviors which otherwise may not be reported for various reasons (e.g. recall difficulties, willingness to disclose in survey situations, etc.). Thus, beyond topics such as alcohol use, other relevant dynamic and sensitive behaviors that could be investigated with this approach include tobacco and other drug use, as well as physical activity.
Limitations and Future Work
We acknowledge limitations of our research. First, our findings are limited to the population who uses Twitter. However, our work in stratifying the data by specific groups (e.g. gender) can be extended alongside other inference methods for assessing characteristics of the Twitter population such as age, to better understand the reference population. Our data is also limited by access to public data only. We cannot access private posts. This makes it difficult to perform a systematic study of any differences in disclosure on public versus private data, however the sheer size of the data considered and further dissection to understand the reference population can help address this issue. The performance of classification implemented here can always be improved with added labelled data (especially in the later stages of our classification hierarchy, wherein there is less data). In general we find that F1 and AUC scores reported in Table 3 are reasonable (with better performance in the earlier classifiers for which there was more data), and given that findings described in this study correspond to expected domain knowledge, we did not further pursue improved classification accuracy for this work.
In the future, geo-spatial information which is available via Twitter, for example at the state or city level (either directly or through inference), can be incorporated in order to assess how alcohol is being consumed in specific regions. Methods used here can also be applied to detection of anomalous behaviors. Although we knew to examine behavior stages at New Years, there may be other time periods that prospectively can be identified and further investigated for reasons behind unexpected behavioral shifts. Finally, with enough data, userlevel trends can be evaluated for personalized risk assessment. There are also many practical implications for this work. In the future we envision that this approach can be used to create a modular framework that can be applied to a variety of health surveillance topics and inform priority setting by national and state governments, by detecting trends at a timescale and with a scope that are otherwise simply not feasible. In terms of use, this work can also be combined with work that is used to assess triggers and mediators to identify potential change moments [30] . As well, given enough data, mature methods such as probabilistic graphical models can be applied to make more sophisticated predictions from social media data at individual and population-levels. Given that this work shows that we can resolve relevant behavioral stages from passively mined social media data. Important next steps would be to start assessing transitions between stages. This could be done at an individual or population level, both with important preventative implications. Challenges for achieving this involve developing criteria to map an individual and not post to a stage (at the individual level) and garnering enough aggregate (at the population level).
While we demonstrate specific temporal trends and those stratified by group (gender) here, we must also take care to best define exactly what these trends are showing and be aware that there can be confounding variables unaccounted for. Specifically, the trends illustrated in Figures 2-6 are showing social media posting behavior regarding alcohol. We do not link or validate if the posts also represent drinking behavior off-line. Further, there can be confounding variables (beyond overall posting behavior in Twitter, by which we already normalize the data) that affect the displayed trends. For example, while we account for overall posting trends on Twitter by gender ( Figure 5 ), women and men could post about alcohol differently for other reasons that we can not measure; unmeasured confounders are a consistent issue even in survey-based research. Models of behavior have been foundational in public health, making it possible to identify and reach groups of at-risk individuals. Doing so helps us address the core question of any personalized or precision medicine effort; if there are subgroups of patients with a given disorder or disease who respond differentially to the available treatments.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we offer the first approach to assess behavior stages from social media data, with alcohol as a use case. The nature of social media, its real-time availability and close cou-pling to our individual experiences, has been shown to have potential for predictions and correlation relationships with important public health topics. However, parsing the data to identify specific and relevant behaviors is non-trivial. To this end, we generated a hierarchical classification scheme, which combines natural language processing, machine learning and domain-specific knowledge for the first time, to articulate first-person behavior stages from Twitter data. The method is efficient through multiple means: hierarchical classification on its own decreases the amount of labels needed compared to flat classification. Further, we use an active learning approach to train the most relevant data. We develop this pipeline using alcohol engagement as a use case. This enables us to articulate different stages of alcohol behavior (looking, current and reflecting). We then examine these stages for hourly and daily time periods. We observe that the highest probability day for different stages shifts from looking to drink Tuesday through Friday, to currently drinking on the weekend, to reflecting about drinking Monday through Wednesday. We can observe known differences in gender alcohol-use, and see behavior changes at a high-risk holiday time period. We assess the resulting patterns against available survey data at the same time resolution and existing knowledge of alcohol behavior trends.
In general the modular nature of the pipeline affords us, in the future, the ability to branch out into different domains, and easily apply this approach to different surveillance tasks. Given that unhealthy behaviors adversely impact quality of life for populations worldwide, not just observing their incidence, but also the stages of these behaviors, especially at high resolution can enable their close monitoring and potentially be useful to target effective and real-time interventions.
